
 
 VENDOR #4 Questions and Responses STA-1503864 

Question 

1. Can you please list all of the source systems that contain legacy data that will need to be migrated into the new 

solution? Please include the any available information about the current state of these systems including database 

technology, number of tables, number of records, volume of data, etc. In addition, what (if any), relationship exists 

between the various data sources?  

i. Section Number: Appendix B 

ii. Paragraph Number(s): Item #78, 276, 285 (other mentions throughout Appendix B of data imports, migration, etc.) 

iii. Page Number(s): 54, 97 

iv. Text of Passage Being Questioned: 

Item #78: New system must allow and facilitate configuration of custom data imports to any table in the database (e.g., 

exam results, user fields). 

Item #276: New system should have one database to replace the L2K and eGov databases for ease of maintenance and 

sustainment of the application. 

Item #285: New system should facilitate import of data from other systems (such as score reports from testing services) 

and exports or extracts to other systems (such as NurSys, Division of Child Support Enforcement). 

Answers: 

The only source system that contains legacy data to be migrated to the new solution is DPR’s current licensure system.   

 The current system has three databases, all of which are MSSQL 2000 Standard Edition.   

 The main production database (L2K) has 649 tables, 353 of which are empty.  This is the backoffice database.  
We are unclear what you mean by “records.” From the business perspective, we generally count “person” 
records and “license” records. There are 230,000 person records and 252,000 license records in this database.  
Although there are also many other kinds of records – such as payment records – in this database, all such 
records are connected to person and/or license records.   

 The second production database (eGov or MyLicense), which is on a different server than the main production 
database,  feeds our online license services and imports/exports data to/from the main production database.  It 
has 126 tables, 42 of which are empty.  Only the data that is more current in this database than in the main 
production database would migrate to the new solution.  We will provide the selected vendor with 
documentation of the specific tables involved.  There are approximately the same number of person records in 
this database as in the main production database and about 251,000 license records.  (Some kinds of license 
records are not exported from the main database to this one.) 

 The third production database (eVerification), which feeds the public-facing license lookup service, is on the 
same server as the main production database and its data is real-time replicated from the main production 
database. It has 49 tables.  Since the data in these tables is replicated from the main production database, there 
are the same number of person and license records as in the main production database.  However, there is one 
table of non-replicated data in this database; it consists of display values and hyperlinks to public documents 
(pdfs) that are stored on the web server.  This non-replicated data would need to migrate, and there are about 
2500 records in that table. 
 

Regarding volume of data, the information provided in Users & Transactions at 

http://bidcondocs.delaware.gov/STA/STA_16204NewLicensureApp_QA_Users.pdf may illustrate the volume in our 

current licensure system. 

Regarding #78 and #285 related to importing data from other systems, see information provided in Interfaces: Imports, 

Exports, Extracts at http://bidcondocs.delaware.gov/STA/STA_16204NewLicensureApp_QA_Interfaces.pdf 

 

http://bidcondocs.delaware.gov/STA/STA_16204NewLicensureApp_QA_Users.pdf
http://bidcondocs.delaware.gov/STA/STA_16204NewLicensureApp_QA_Interfaces.pdf


VENDOR #5 Question and Response 

Question  

1. Re: Appendix F – Cost Form 

Please advise how pricing for Phase 2 and 3 are to be provided in Appendix F – Cost Form? 

Answer: 

Milestones will be negotiated based on scope. 


